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1. Who is this leaflet for?
This leaflet gives some information about to learn Turkish language.
It is for anyone who does not speak Turkish well enough (yet). It could be
you, a friend, neighbor, someone in your family or a colleague who has
difficulty speaking and understanding Turkish. Do you know someone this
applies to? Tell him about this leaflet.
2. Which methods and techniques were used?
You can learn Turkish by following our courses at our website depends on
your level of difficulty. We are using our own method "Türkçe Dersleri"
(Turkish Lessons)
Our method is based on three levels. Each level has two resources:
a) Coursebook and DVD
 Course book: This is a "Turkish Lesson Book". The topics in this were
inspired by daily life. There are dialogues and texts about every
subject. All these texts were organized according to their difficulty
levels. Also, there are grammatical explanations of each text.
 DVD: The films of the texts and the dialogues that take place in the
subjects of the coursebook.
b) Internet (www.turkcedersleri.net)
 Exercises: The exercises of the topics in the textbook are on our
website. Trainees can watch lessons from DVD and follow the
textbook at home and do exercises online.
 Forum: Each trainee can contact with other trainees from different
levels and native Turkish teachers.

 Chat: A zone that provides opportunity to practice by talking with
teachers and other trainees.
Trainees will get a level certificate for the level that they passed.
3. Can I use your site even if I am not a native English speaker?
Yes, you can certainly use our site. Our site is designed in multi languages.
We have many language supports on our website.
4. How much cost your site membership?
It's free. Registering is simple and requires nothing to continue with your
membership. Your membership gives you more access to information and
knowledge resources of our site. The registration for a course is not
required.
5. Do I need any books or cd's?
If you request a curse, yes. What you need, we'll send you after payment of
a curses membership on our site. We provide all the tools and information
that you need to learn Turkish.
6. How long does each course take?
The one course is for one year. During these 12 months, you can study
whenever you want-24/7.
7. Who are the teachers?
The creator of the content of these courses Turgay Usanmaz, who has been
teaching Turkish since 1979 on schools. Also other teachers are professional
in Turkish language. Most of them are living still in Turkey.
8. Any questions?
Our site presents an integrated method to give an online course on internet.
We will be happy to tell you more about learning the Turkish language.
Please contact with us via our website www.turkcedersleri.net

